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DR. APJ ABDUL KALAM

A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, in full Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam, (born October 15, 1931, Rameswaram,
India—died July 27, 2015, Shillong), Indian scientist and politician who played a leading role in the
development of India’s missile and nuclear weapons programs. He was president of India from 2002
to 2007Kalam earned a degree in aeronautical engineering from the Madras Institute of Technology
and in 1958 joined the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO). He soon moved to
the Indian Space Research Organisation, where he was project director of the SLV-III, India’s first
indigenously designed and produced satellite launch vehicle. Rejoining DRDO in 1982, Kalam planned
the program that produced a number of successful missiles, which helped earn him the nickname
“Missile Man.”From 1992 to 1997 Kalam was scientific adviser to the defense minister, and he later
served as principal scientific adviser (1999–2001) to the government with the rank of cabinet minister.
His prominent role in the country’s 1998 nuclear weapons tests established Kalam as a national hero,
although the tests caused great concern in the international community. In 1998 Kalam put forward a
countrywide plan called Technology Vision 2020, which he described as a road map for transforming
India from a less-developed to a developed society in 20 years. The plan called for, among other
measures, increasing agricultural productivity, emphasizing technology as a vehicle for economic
growth, and widening access to health care and education.In 2002 India’s ruling National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) put forward Kalam to succeed outgoing President Kocheril Raman Narayanan. Kalam
was nominated by the Hindu nationalist (Hindutva) NDA even though he was Muslim, and his stature
and popular appeal were such that even the main opposition party, the Indian National Congress, also
proposed his candidacy. Kalam easily won the election and was sworn in as India’s 11th president, a
largely ceremonial post, in July 2002. He remained committed to using science and technology to
transform India into a developed country. In 2007 Kalam left office and was succeeded by Pratibha
Patil, the country’s first woman president.Kalam wrote several books, including an autobiography,
Wings of Fire (1999). Among his numerous awards were two of the country’s highest honours, the
Padma Vibhushan (1990) and the Bharat Ratna (1997).
“A man's mind, stretched by new ideas, may never return to its original dimensions.” - Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.
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Amazing facts in

“ENGLISH”
1. The first English dictionary was written in 1755 by Dr. Johnson.
2. The oldest English word is 'town'.
3. The least used letter in English language is Q.
4. There are only 4 words in English language which end with 'dous'. They are : harzardous,
harrendous, stupendous, tremendous.
5. The word 'Bookkeeper' and Bookkeeping' are the only two words in the English language with
three consecutive double letters.
6. The dot on the top of letter 'i' is called title.
7. The word 'strengths' is longest word in the English language with just one vowel.
8. The word 'almost' is the longest word in the English language with all the letters in
alphabetical order.
9. The longest word in English language according to oxford dictionary is :
Pneumonoultramiulascapicsilicovolcononios.
10. No word in the English language 'rhyme' with orange, silver or purple.
11. All pilots on international flights identify themselves in English regardless of their country of
origin.
12. The word 'angry' and 'hungry' are the only two words which ends with 'gry'.
13. 'Rhythm' is the longest English word without vowel.
14. Over 400 million people use the English vocabulary as their mother tongue.
15. The only 15 letters word that can be spelled without repeating a letter is 'Uncopyrightable'.
16. In English language there is only one word in which the three pair of alphabet are
continuous 'Bookkeeper'.
17. 'Queue' is the only word in English language whose pronunciation remain same after removing
the last four letters from the word.
18. 'The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog'. In this sentence all the 26 letters of alphabets
are introduced.
19. The longest one syllable word in the English language is "screeched".
20. 'Dreamt' is the only English word that ends in the letter 'mt'.
21. 'Underground' is the only word in the English language that begins and ends with letter 'und'.
22. 'Go' is the shortest complete sentence in the English language.

“Remember that failure is an event, not a person.”Zig Ziglar

WE MET ON ‘MEET’, THE CHANGE WE MET
By Teacher Kailash Dhamale
We Met On ‘Meet’, The Change We Met By - Kailas DhamaleIt clocked 2:45 pm on a Saturday
weekend and students stood in attention for Vande mataram. We hummed and busses left the
beautiful campus. We waved to our students and said enjoy the weekend and come back on
Monday morning. Who knew what was in the store of destiny. Sunday morning we enjoyed fresh
breakfast and as it was mid-sunday worry again stressed us alas half sunday is already over and
just another half to enjoy.All of sudden news flashed on class teacher whatsapp group, “School
will be closed till 30th March due to pandemic Covid-19. All the class teachers are requested to
forward the message.” All were preparing for the final examination, students were giving their
final touch to the revision of syllabus. It was a tight packed schedule day - hours and minutes
were planned for final examination. How much mankind is sure about life. But destiny has its own
plan! Everything shutdown, the government was forcing us to remain inside the home. First one
week was a jolly one! We were not allowed to go out , how long can students, adults remain in the
home. Day by day it became claustrophobic and finally the solution came out.We met on Meet,
Earlier everyone was confused about how to meet on Meet. but this is the age of technology,
where who can remain behind. And Rainbow kids are the quality kids. Kids adapt to technology
faster than the teacher. Students were guiding teachers to solve the online problems. The
computer phobia evaporated and we teachers started developing keen interest in online
teaching. It was great fun in learning, we met on four walls but now we were meeting with kids on
our 5 inches mobile screen. Earlier classes were chaotic.Me. me. Me …… sound was not in four walls
but direct in eardrums, but it was pleasing pain!What we were missing in real classes. We were
enjoying online mode. Online training sessions were again a great help to make our teaching
activity based. Ashwin mam came with help to enhance our online teaching experience. Life never
stops for anyone else though covid-19 has chained the whole world for sometime… but it cannot
be permanent. No calamity lives long, it has its end and that end is brought by the all time
powerful being that is ‘Time’. Time heals every wound so can’t will covid-19.Though covid-19 has
taken away some of our innocent dear once, education is the strongest tool. We will make this
generation and this generation will only find out remedies for every problem like covid-19.We met
on Meet to meet the problems only with one urge: the passion to teach, the passion to change the
world, the passion to give birth to a new ideology, new generation.

Kailash Dhamale

“Be miserable. Or motivate yourself. Whatever has to be done, it's always your choice.”Wayne Dyer

Importance of the
Month in Past
November 1, 1848 - The first medical school for women opened in Boston. The Boston Female
Medical School was founded by Samuel Gregory with just twelve students. In 1874, the school
merged with the Boston University School of Medicine, becoming one of the first co-ed medical
schools.
November 4, 1890 - The first electrified underground railway system was officially opened in
London.
November 4, 1942 - During World War II, British troops led by Bernard Montgomery defeated the
Germans under Erwin Rommel at El Alamein after a twelve-day battle.
November 6, 1860 - Abraham Lincoln was elected as the 16th U.S. President and the first
Republican. He received 180 of 303 possible electoral votes and 40 percent of the popular vote.
November 8, 1895 - X-rays (electromagnetic rays) were discovered by Wilhelm Roentgen at the
University of Wuerzburg in Germany
November 8, 1889 - Jawaharlal Nehru was born in Allahabad, India. He spent over 20 years
working with Mahatma Gandhi to free India from British rule. Following independence in 1947,
Nehru became India's first prime minister, serving until his death in 1964.
November 15, 1889 - Brazil became a republic. November 17, 1558 - Queen Elizabeth I ascended
the throne of England at the age of 25, reigning until 1603 when she was 69. Under her leadership,
England became a world power, defeating the Spanish Armada, and witnessed a golden age of
literature featuring works by William Shakespeare, Edmund Spenser and others.
November 18, 1993 - South Africa adopted a new constitution after more than 300 years of white
majority rule. The constitution provided basic civil rights to blacks and was approved by
representatives of the ruling party, as well as members of 20 other political parties.
November 19, 1978 - The biggest mass suicide in history occurred as Reverend Jim Jones led
over 900 followers to their deaths at Jonestown, Guyana. Members of his "Peoples Temple"
religious cult were ordered to drink a cyanide-laced fruit drink. Those who refused were forcibly
injected. Precipitating the tragedy a day earlier, California Congressman Leo J. Ryan, along with
four associates and several reporters, had been shot to death during an ambush at a nearby
airstrip. They were attempting to return home after investigating the cult's remote jungle location.
Jones and his mistress killed themselves after watching his entire membership die. Only a few cult
members managed to escape.
November 19, 1917 - Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was born in Allahabad, India. She served
from 1966-75 and later from 1980 to 1984, when she was assassinated by her own bodyguards as
she walked to her office. Her only surviving son, Rajiv, became the next prime minister. In 1991, he
was assassinated while campaigning for re-election.
November 21, 1783 - The first free balloon flight took place in Paris as Jean Francois Pilatre de
Rozier and Marquis François Laurent d'Arlandes ascended in a Montgolfier hot air balloon. Their
flight lasted about 25 minutes and carried them nearly six miles at a height of about 300 feet
over Paris. Benjamin Franklin was one of the spectators.

“Education is a progressive discovery of our own ignorance.” - Will Durant

Ravana Mask Making
& Marigold Making
Navratri, the much-awaited festival, was celebrated at
Rainbow International School in a unique fashion this
year.During these nine days of festivities, students
connected with each other virtually to make wonderful
memories as they explored and showcased their creativity on
a plethora of Navratri-themed activities specially planned
for them.Rainbow International School appreciates the
enthusiasm and support shown by the teachers, students and
parents to make this online celebration a grand success. It
was indeed a fantastic and memorable Navratri!

Best out of Waste
“Creativity is making marvellous out of discarded”Utilizing
the best from unwanted things is not only a skill but has also
become a generic necessity in human life.On the occasion of
Swachh Bharat Mission Day, 2 October 2020, Rainbow
International School had organized a Best out of Waste
Activity to incorporate cleanliness discipline and
environmental sensitivity amongst the kids.We thank
students from all schools for participating in this activity. All
participants have been awarded E-certificates.Regard
before you Discard!

Fancy Dress Competiton
Rainbow International School had organised Fancy Dress
Competition for students from all schools this month.The
competition received overwhelming response from 110
students of 26 different schools across India.We thank all
participating students and parents for their efforts and
enthusiasm which has made this unique contest a huge
success.

“The only person who is educated is the one who has learned how to learn …and change.” - Carl Rogers

Greeting Card Making
Contest
We thank all parents and students across different
schools in India for an overwhelming response to
Rainbow International School's Greeting Card Making
Contest. We are flooded with hundreds of
#GreetingCard entries of students from various schools
for the contest organised on the occasion of Teachers
Day 2020.

Rainbow's 7 Day Fitness
Challenge
“Physical fitness is not only one of the most important
keys to a healthy body, it is the basis of dynamic and
creative intellectual activity"Rainbow International
School had organised Rainbow's 7 Day Fitness
Challenge this week, as part of FIT INDIA Movement
on the occasion of National Sports Day 2020.We're
thankful to all students and parents from different
schools for participating in this activity with great
enthusiasm and commitment.

ECO-FRIENDLY GANPATI Making
Rainbow International School had organised Ecofriendly Ganpati Making activity this week. We're glad
to share some pictures with you here.At #Rainbow,
our students and participants have a platform to
explore and showcase their artistic skills and
creativity. Materials used in making Ganpati Idols
were Sand, Clay, Wheat Flour and Jaggery, Broken
Glass pieces, Leaves, Cashew nut, Paper, Cloth
etc.We're proud to have participation of more than
200 students from 15 different schools. All
participants have been awarded E-Certificates.

“Your attitude, not your aptitude, will determine your altitude.” - Zig Ziglar

Rainbow's Elocution
Competition
Thank you for making Rainbow's Elocution Competition
a GRAND SUCCESS. We received entries of more than
200 students from 30 different schools, including
participation of Indian Students in HONG KONG.

Rakhi Making Activity
Celebrating the bond of brothers and sisters in the best
possible way by making these young stars turn into little
artisans!Rainbow International School organised a 'Rakhi
Making Activity' where students made beautiful rakhis using
decorative things and shared pictures with us.Students
across different schools participated in the activity. We also
have a entry from Vikash First Step School in Sambalpur,
Odisha.All participants were awarded E-Certificates.

A pandemic cannot deter the creativity and artistic
skills of our kids.Rainbowites are unstoppable!Here's a
fantastic Canvas Painting by our Grade 5 student
Diksha Nilesh Gangwal.

"The architecture of the mandala represents both the nature
of reality and the order of an awakened mind."Here's a
beautiful piece of Mandala Art drawn by our Grade 9 student,
Aditi Prasad Naik.

“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.” - Malcolm X

02 November - Bumb Newdivy Pritesh - VIII Plum
Garur Harshal Govind - VIII Plum
03 November - Ghuge Rajnandani Sudhakar - I
05 November - Sethi Veer Anand
07 November - Ved Dev Parimal - III
08 November - Bora Prachi Sanjay - I
09 November - Gadekar Aaradhya Durgesh - I
11 November - Autade Mansi Vinayak - I
Bagga Vijaykumar Ashwinkumar - II
13 November - Gupta Arya Arun - VIII Kiwi
15 November - Sonawane Sai Navnath - IV
16 November - Pangavhane Prem Ganesh - I
Zinjad Hansaja Sainath - III
19 November - Pandit Aarti Nitesh -I
Ghule Aditi Narayan - VI
21 November - Thakkar Kavya Suresh - I
Kothari Dhairya Shailesh - V Kiwi
Abnave Mitali Nitin - VIII Plum
23 November - Gavhane Vaishnavi Nanasaheb - V plum
Pawar Prem Sachin - VI
24 November - Jagtap Shivangi Jalindar -V Kiwi
28 November - Thakkar Siya Santosh -VIII Plum
29 November - Shinde Harshada Sachin - VII
30 November - Sayyad Asad Vasim - I
“Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can.” - Arthur Ashe

Funny it is, being a student
Being told what to do
Not just at college or school
But at home too
All this, is it really worth it
You may ask yourself, and rightly so
Doing what your teachers and parents say
Will it really help you grow
Reasonable, are these doubts
But to find out, there’s only one way
Build yourself, on all that you learn
And keep learning more, day after day
Be aware, chase what you want
Trust your intuitions, trust your goal
Nothing stops you from being great
As long as you got that fire in your soul
“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.” - Albert Einstein

